Intuitionistic fuzzy sets describe information from the three aspects of membership degree, nonmembership degree and hesitation degree, which has more practical significance when uncertainty pervades qualitative decision problems. In this paper, we investigate the problem of ranking intuitionistic fuzzy preference relations (IFPRs) based on various non-linear utility functions. First, we transform IFPRs into their isomorphic interval-value fuzzy preference relations (IVFPRs), and utilise non-linear utility functions, such as parabolic, S-shaped, and hyperbolic absolute risk aversion, to fit the true value of a decision-maker's judgement. Ultimately, the optimization ordering models for the membership and non-membership of IVFPRs based on utility function are constructed, with objective function aiming at minimizing the distance deviation between the multiplicative consistency ideal judgment and the actual judgment, represented by utility function, subject to the decision-maker's utility constraints. The proposed models ensure that more factual and optimal ranking of alternative is acquired, avoiding information distortion caused by the operations of intervals. Second, by introducing a non-Archimedean infinitesimal, we establish the optimization ordering model for IFPRs with the priority of utility or deviation, which realises the goal of prioritising solutions under multiobjective programming. Subsequently, we verify that a close connection exists between the ranking for membership and non-membership degree IVFPRs. Comparison analyses with existing approaches are summarized to demonstrate that the proposed models have advantage in dealing with group decision making problems with IFPRs.
Introduction
In multi-attribute decision making, decision makers (DMs) often construct a judgment matrix or preference relation (PR) by pairwise comparison for optimal alternative selection. Different types of PRs have been proposed in multi-attribute decision making both in a crisp context (reciprocal PRs) and in a fuzzy context (fuzzy reciprocal PRs). In this last one it is worth mentioning the following:
interval-value fuzzy PRs (IVFPRs) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , intuitionistic fuzzy PR (IFPR) [6] [7] [8] , hesitant fuzzy PR (FPR) [9] [10] [11] , and linguistic fuzzy PR [12] [13] [14] [15] . Due to the isomorphism between intuitionistic fuzzy sets and interval fuzzy sets, interval operations methods are used to solve decision problems with IFPRs [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Moreover, IFPRs describe a DM's uncertain judgment preference information using the three aspects of membership degree, non-membership degree and hesitation degree, which has more practical significance when dealing with multi-attribute group decision making (GDM) with uncertainty [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
Consistency (multiplicative consistency and additive consistency) cannot only guarantee the reliability and accuracy of alternative ranking, but may also help in obtaining an optimal consensus decision. Behret [28] proposed IFPRs models based on additive consistency and multiplicative consistency. Liao and Xu [29] explored the consistency between IFPRs and group intuitionistic fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (AHP). Wan et al. [30] established an optimization model based on consistency to solve a GDM problem with interval IFPRs, while Xu et al. [31] developed a mathematical programming method to improve the degree of individual IFPR consistency. In order to achieve consensus within a group of experts, Chu et al. [32] proposed an algorithm for IFPRs GDM satisfying additive consistency. Based on ranking consistency and multiplicative consistency, two GDM methods were developed by Jin et al. [33] to obtain IFPRs' optimal weights. Based on multiplicative consistency property, Meng et al. [6] established 0-1 mixed programming models to solve the GDM problem with IFPRs, while on additive consistency property Wan et al. [7] adopted a likelihood comparison algorithm and realised the optimal sequence ordering for GDM problem with IFPRs.
A utility function [34] refers to a function that measures the extent to which consumers are satisfied from the consumption of an established commodity combination [35, 36] . In the framework of expected utility theory [37] , if the expected utility value for an alternative x is higher than the expected utility value for another alternative x , then the alternative x is considered better than the alternative x .
Meanwhile, PR reflects the preference intensity of the comparison between each two alternatives in the alternatives set, and consequently we can assume that each of the alternative's utility value corresponds to their PRs. As DMs tend to show different preference attitudes and satisfaction levels when giving opinions (i.e., defined as utility), and so the change of their utility varies with respect to the value in an interval opinion can be expressed using different utility functions. In 1968, Borch [38] put forward the concept of goal-based utility, which has been further generalised by Castagnoli and Calzi [39] , Bordley and Kirkwood [40] , Tsetlin and Winkler [41] and Durbach [42] , and since then utility functions have been well extended and applied in GDM problems. Chang [43] employed the implementation level of a utility function to replace the expected level of a multi-objective problem's scalar value, and afterwards in [44] studied the application of a binary utility function in multi-objective fractional programming.
Based on multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT), Musal et al. [45] presented a utility measured model combining MAUT and Bayesian statistics. In specific applications, complex utility function research has been successfully applied to portfolio selection [46] , strategic choice [47] , double auction [48] , the interpretation of agricultural economics phenomena [49] and other decision-making issues related to behaviour and psychology. For instance, Ho et al. [50] proposed fuzzy goal programming with Sshaped utility functions for house selection via the internet by considering homebuyers' attitudes to risk. Kang and Ye [51] investigated three-country advantageous redistribution with two Cobb-Douglas utility functions and a constant elasticity of substitution (CES) utility function, while Breinbjerg [52] constructed an application case with a non-linear utility function to achieve equilibrium arrival times to queues with general service times.
Each value of a DM in interval judgment actually represents a utility of a DM. A utility function is utilised to fit the value of a DM in interval judgment, which can simulate the DM's psychological preference more authentically. The information of intuitionistic fuzzy numbers is handled with intervals due to their aforementioned isomorphic relationship. The acquisition of intervals by DMs is often expressed as a preference, which can be simulated using a utility function: each value in interval judgment corresponds to a utility value. In other words, a utility value always corresponds to a certain value in interval judgment (inverse function of the utility value). By constructing an appropriate utility function, the true value of a DM in its interval judgment can be fitted more truthfully. As different DMs can give different utility functions, we explore the ordering modelling for IFPRs based on various utility functions. To realise the generality of utility functions in the ordering modelling application, this paper assumes that various utility functions are invertible in DMs' interval opinions, and proposes the following research methodology:
• constructing IVFPRs equivalent to IFPRs, by using their isomorphism;
• selecting the matching utility function for the IFPR given by DM;
• constructing the ordering model for the membership and non-membership degree IVFPRs based on various utility functions, and calculating and analysing their optimal solutions;
• optimization ordering model for IFPRs under the priority of utility or deviation is proposed by introducing a non-Archimedean infinitesimal.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces several common non-linear utility functions, and definitions of IFPRs and IVFPRs. In Section 3, we propose modeling steps and the optimization ordering models for IFPRs based on various utility functions. In addition, the links between the optimization ordering models for the membership degree and non-membership degree of IVFPRs based on various utility functions are established. Section 4 introduces the non-Archimedean infinitesimal, and constructs the optimization ordering model for IFPRs under the priority of utility or deviation. Based on the proposed ranking models, Section 5 presents a calculation example and analysis combining the suppliers selection case and the proposed ordering model. Finally, Section 6 is conclusions.
Preliminaries

Utility function
Fundamental assumptions
• In GDM, it is assumed that the DMs' opinions are intervals for more confidently expressing attitudes. Let the opinion interval of individual
• Any decision value in an interval corresponds to a utility value of the DM. Given a judgment
Common utility functions include risk-seeking, risk-averse (see Fig. 1 ). In Fig. 1 , the horizontal axis shows the opinion value
, and the vertical axis shows a utility value u(x) of the DM's opinion, 0 ≤ u(x) ≤ 1:
• the utility function of curve
• the utility function of curve s 4 is u 4 
The above utility functions satisfy the following properties:
(i) the marginal utility values of curves s 1 and s 4 increase with the increase of the DM's opinion, and then utility function u 1 (x) and u 4 (x) are called risk-seeking functions;
(ii) in contrast, the marginal utility values of curves s 2 and s 3 decrease with the increase of the DM's opinion, and then utility function u 2 (x) and u 3 (x) are called risk-averse functions.
In complex GDM, the utility function of the DM's opinion is not necessarily simply risk-seeking or risk-averse, and it could be a combination of these two forms. Fig. 2 illustrates one such utility functions, the S-shaped utility function introduced by Kahneman and Tversky [53] in 1979, where the
it is risk-seeking type; while the utility in opinion sub
it is risk-averse type. 
Three specific non-linear utility functions
We can establish myriads of utility functions for DMs' risk attitudes and utility preferences. Nevertheless, we discuss three specific non-linear utility functions: parabolic utility functions [54] , S-shaped utility functions based on a sine function [54] , and hyperbolic absolute risk aversion (HARA) utility functions [47, 55] . 2. right-skewed parabolic utility function: the larger DM's opinion, the higher the utility.
Expressions of DM's opinion corresponding to these type of parabolic utility functions are presented in Table 1 . 
(ii) S-shaped utility function. Let x denote the interval opinion of DM i, x ∈ [b i1 , b i3 ], and let u(x) denote the utility of DM i's opinion, 0 ≤ u(x) ≤ 1. Assume that b i1 , b i2 , b i3 are known critical points (reference points or inflection points) within the range of DM i's opinion. S-shaped utility functions are mainly divided into two types (shown in Fig. 4 ):
1. left-skewed S-shaped utility function, where the DM's risk attitude shifts from risk-averse to risk-seeking, which means that the marginal utility decreases first and then increases with the increase of DM's opinion whereas the utility of DM is decreasing in general;
2. right-skewed S-shaped utility function, where the DM's risk attitude shifts from risk-seeking to risk-averse, which means that the marginal utility increases first and then decreases with the increase of DM's opinion while the utility of DM is increasing in general.
Expressions of DM's opinion corresponding to these type of S-shaped utility functions are similarly listed in Table 2 . Left-skewed S-shaped utility function Right-skewed S-shaped utility function (iii) HARA utility function. Let x denote the opinion of DM i, and u(x) is the utility of DM i's
The HARA utility function [47, 55] has the following expression
This type of utility function includes as particular cases the power, logarithm, and exponential utility functions by suitable adjustments of its parameters β, η, γ as summarised in Table 3 . Table 3 : Three particular types of HARA utility functions with suitable adjustments of the parameters β, η, γ
Power utility function Logarithm utility function Exponential utility function
Fuzzy Preference Relations: Interval-valued and Intuitionistic
A preference relation (PR) is based on alternatives pairwise comparisons. The concept of fuzzy preference relation (FPR) to represent intensities of preferences was proposed by Bezdek et al. [56] , comprehensively interpreted in Nurmi [57] and broadly studied in [4, 27, [58] [59] [60] . These studies rely on the provision of crisp values in [0, 1] in constructing FPRs.
Definition 1. A fuzzy preference relation (FPR) P on a finite set of alternatives X = {x 1 , . . . , x n } is characterised by a membership function µ P :
The associated semantic for the unit interval of a reciprocal preference relation is assumed to be as follows:
5 if x i and x j are equally preferred (indifference)
A FPR is also known as a reciprocal [0,1]-valued preference relation. However, many decision making problems happen in complex environment pervaded with uncertainty, which can impede the measuring of preference with one single value as required by FPRs. Fortunately, there exists alternative preference representation formats to FPRs more appropriate and flexible to be used in these complex decision making contexts: interval-valued fuzzy preference relations (IVFPRs) and intuitionistic fuzzy preference relations (IFPRs).
Interval-valued Fuzzy Preference Relation (IVFPR)
An interval-valued fuzzy preference relation (IVFPR) is defined as follows.
n}, is called an interval-valued fuzzy preference relation (IVFPR) .
Judgement elements of an IVFPRr ij = [r L ij , r U ij ] denote the extent to which the range of alternative x i is preferred to alternative x j , and r L ij , r U ij are lower and upper bounds ofr ij , respectively. Specifically, r ij = [0.5, 0.5] denotes that there is no difference between alternative x i and alternative x j ;r ij = [1, 1] denotes that alternatives x i is completely preferred to alternative x j ; whiler ij = [0, 0] denotes that alternatives x j is completely preferred to alternative x i . Besides, if r L ij ≥ 0.5, alternative x i is preferred to alternative x j ; and if r U ij ≤ 0.5, alternative x j is preferred to alternative x i . Given a set of alternatives with associated weight vector (indicating the importance of alternatives), the following result provides the relationship between the concept of multiplicative consistency property of an IVFPR [58] on a set of alternatives and its weight vector. [21] Proposition 1. Letω = (ω 1 ,ω 2 , . . . ,ω n ) T be a weight vector associated to a set alternatives X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } such that
If the IVFPRR satisfies multiplicative consistency, the consistency preferencer ij (i, j ∈ N ) can be obtained as follows
In Proposition 1,r ij as an interval should be transformed into a crisp value.
(1) Without considering the DM's preference. We assume
(2) Considering the DM's preference. It is assumed that the DM has a preference for the value of
is continuously differentiable then u (x) > 0 and u (x) < 0. Obviously, each utility value λ of DM must correspond to a judgement element
. Thus,r ij can be written asr ij . = u −1 (λ).
Intuitionistic fuzzy preference relation (IFPR)
Intuitionistic fuzzy sets [61] are based on the use of membership degree, non-membership degree and hesitation degree to model experts' subjective preferences, which makes them suitable to model and represent fuzzy and uncertain information.
Definition 3.
[61] Given a universe of discourse, X, an intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS) A over X
then the hesitancy function,
as the hesitation margin of the membership of element x to the IFS A, i.e. the amount of lacking information when determining the membership of x to A.
[62] An intuitionistic fuzzy preference relation (IFPR) R on a finite set of alternatives
is interpreted as the certainty degree up to which x i is preferred to x j (membership degree), while the value ν R (x i , x j ) = ν ij represents the certainty degree up to which x i is non-preferred to x j (nonmembership degree). Using matrix notation, an IFPR is represented as R = (r ij ) = ( µ ij , ν ij ).
An IFPR is usually represented in matrix form
The hesitancy index is a 'regulator', by which the DM can increase or decrease their judgement. This is equivalent to stating that the membership degree and non-membership degree lie in the closed
Consequently, IFPR R can be equivalently transformed into the membership IVFPR A and the non-membership IVFPR B:
which proves that both A and B are IVFPRs. Thus, IVFPRs A and B can be used to replace an IFPR R equivalently.
Relationship between IFPRs and utility functions
In consideration of DM's risk attitude and psychological factors, this paper adopts the DM's utility function taking value in intuitionistic fuzzy numbers, and achieves the goal of selecting and classifying alternatives. This section explores relevant results about IFPRs based on utility functions. Similarly, IFPR is transformed into equivalent membership and non-membership IVFPRs. As a particular utility function reflects a particular DM's subjective risk factor, the preference information of the membership IVFPR corresponds to a utility function whereas the non-membership IVFPR corresponds to another utility function. Then
Proof. Let r ij = (µ ij , ν ij , π ij ) be an intuitionistic fuzzy element in R; we have the equivalent member-
Theorem 2. Assume that the equivalent membership IVFPR A = (a ij ) n×n and non-membership
then the IFPR R satisfies multiplicative consistency.
Proof
. As per Proposition 1, IVFPRs A = (a ij ) n×n and B = (b ij ) n×n satisfy multiplicative consistency. Thus, the corresponding IFPR R also satisfes multiplicative consistency.
Optimization ordering model for IFPRs based on non-linear utility functions
To ensure the reliability and accuracy of the ranking of IFPRs, the consistency of IFPRs must be considered; non-linear utility functions can better represent the preference utility of different DMs.
Therefore, it is more effective to obtain the ranking of alternatives that reflect DMs' preferences by combining consistency and utility preference. In this section, a ij denotes the actual judgment value of IFPRs given by a DM, satisfying non-linear utility function u(x); and a * ij = ω i ω i + ω j designates the ideal judgment value obeying multiplicative consistency. Under the premise of satisfying DMs' different utilities, to minimize the distance deviation between the ideal judgment value obeying multiplicative consistency and the actual judgment value of IFPRs, the optimization ordering model for IFPRs is constructed in the case of non-consistency.
Steps of the optimization ordering modelling for IFPRs based on non-linear utility functions
Step 1: In GDM, the IFPRs given by the DM k are
Step 2: Construct the equivalent IVFPRs to R k , i.e., the membership IVFPR
Step 3: Construct utility functions λ k A = u(a k ij ) n×n and λ k B = u(b k ij ) n×n of the membership and non-membership IVFPRs A k and B k , respectively, using parabolic, S-shaped and HARA utility function.
Step 4:
. . , ω B n ) T are the ranking weight vectors of A k and B k , respectively, to minimise the distance deviation between the ideal judgment value obeying multiplicative consistency and the actual judgment value of IFPRs, the optimization ordering models for IFPRs based on nonlinear utility functions are built as follows:
Model (1) and (2) are the optimization ordering models for the membership and non-membership IVFPRs based on nonlinear utility functions, jointly devoting to the optimal ranking for IFPR. In
Model (1), Constraint (1-1) indicates that the distance deviation between the ideal judgment value obeying multiplicative consistency
and the actual judgment value a k ij of the membership IVFPR A k is limited in a threshold ε A ij . Constraint (1-2) means that the actual judgment value a k ij satisfies the utility function u −1 (λ k A ), and Constraint (1-3) put restrictions on the ranking weights. Consequently, the objective function is the sum of thresholds i,j∈N,i =j ε A ij for all elements in the membership IVFPR, which is to be minimized, corresponding to a more accurate ranking. And the interpretation for Model (2) follows from Model (1).
Optimization ordering model for IFPRs based on various non-linear utility functions
Optimization ordering model for IFPRs based on a parabolic utility function
Taking the right-skewed parabolic utility function as per Table 1 , the optimization ordering model for the membership IVFPR A k and the non-membership IVFPR B k become:
Optimization ordering model for IFPRs based on an S-shaped utility function
Taking the right-skewed S-shaped utility function as per Table 2 , the optimization ordering model for the membership IVFPR A k and the non-membership IVFPR B k become:
Relationship between the optimization ordering model for membership and non-membership IVFPRs based on non-linear utility functions
Model (3) and (4) can be expressed as follows:
Because
We have
= y ji , then the expression (9) coincides with expression (7-1). The following theorems can be obtained. Proof. As per Theorem 1, because Proof. From Theorem 3,
. Hence, in Model (7), if there
Optimization ordering model for IFPRs under the priority of utility and distance deviation
As the DM's fuzzy judgement satisfies a utility function, achieving utility maximisation is one of the goals expected by every DM. Therefore, based on the realisation of the single objective (minimising the distance deviation between the ideal judgment value obeying multiplicative consistency and the actual judgment value of IFPRs), this section further investigates the optimization ordering modeling for IFPRs with both targets of utility maximisation and distance deviation minimisation.
In the extended real number field, non-Archimedean infinitesimal τ is a number, which is smaller than any positive number and greater than zero. By introducing non-Archimedean infinitesimal τ [63] to the optimization ordering model for IFPRs based on non-linear utility functions, the optimization ordering models for IFPRs under the priority of utility and distance deviation are structured, respectively.
Optimization ordering model for IFPRs under the priority of utility
Based on Models (1) and (2), we give priority to the goal of utility maximisation, i.e. introducing non-Archimedean infinitesimal τ to the distance deviation ε ij , and realise the optimal ranking for IFPRs under the priority of utility:
In Model (11), the objective function can be interpreted that realizing the maximization of utility under the influence of distance deviation. And the interpretation for Model (12) follows from Model (11).
Optimization ordering model for IFPRs under the priority of deviation
Similarly, giving priority to the goal of distance deviation minimisation, i.e. introducing nonArchimedean infinitesimal τ to utility λ k , and the optimal ranking for IFPRs under the priority of distance deviation is obtained:
In Model (13), the objective function can be interpreted that realizing the minimization of distance deviation under the influence of utility. And the interpretation for Model (14) follows from Model (13).
Corollary 1. Assume the equivalent membership IVFPR A = (a ij ) n×n and non-membership IVFPR B = (b ij ) n×n to the IFPR R satisfy one of the following utility functions:
• right-skewed parabolic utility function;
• right-skewed S-shaped utility function;
• power utility function;
• logarithm utility function;
• exponential utility function;
then the optimal solutions to the optimization ordering model for IFPRs under the priority of deviation and the optimization ordering model for IFPRs are the same.
Application to global suppliers selection
In a globalised market environment, global suppliers take various measures to enhance their competitiveness for the sake of maintaining long-term business relations. Measures such as decreasing total cost of supply chain, reducing enterprise inventory, strengthening enterprise information sharing, and improving enterprise interaction are implemented. Therefore, it is of vital importance to establish the optimal evaluation index for global supplier selection [64] . However, global supplier selection is a complex multi-criteria decision problem, relating to different fuzzy expressions. In this case, the manufacturer requires a expert to evaluate candidate global suppliers.
Supposed that the expert builds IFPRs for four candidate suppliers s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , s 4 with regards to three criteria (such as product's cost, product's quality and supplier's service), as listed below [65] . For the convenience of calculation and comparison, we assume that all experts utility functions are right-skewed parabolic type. For the purpose of minimizing the distance deviation between the ideal judgment value obeying multiplicative consistency and the actual judgment value by experts, the paper constructs models as per the four steps in Section 4.1, Models (3) and (4). The optimal solutions for the expert's IFPRs R (1) , R (2) , R (3) with regards to three criteria are listed in Table 4 . Table 4 : Optimal solutions to ordering models for the membership and non-membership IVFPR for R (1) , R (2) , and R We notice the following:
1. Correctness of Theorem 1 is verified because λ 
Theorem 4 correctness is verified because ω
Moreover, through a comprehensive analysis of Although the rankings about the three about criteria are not the same, it is evident that the optimal supplier for the three experts is s 1 .
Optimization ordering model for IFPRs under the priority of utility
Plugging R (1) , R (2) , and R (3) into Models (11) and (12), and establishing optimization ordering models for the membership and non-membership IVFPRs under the priority of utility, yields the optimal solutions listed in Table 5 . Table 5 indicates that utility maximisation is achieved under the priority of utility in all cases:
B = 1. In addition, analytic results in Table 5 are not the same, it is again evident that their optimal supplier is s 1 .
Optimization ordering model for IFPRs under the priority of deviation
Similarly, Plugging R (1) , R (2) , and R (3) into Model (13) and (14), and establishing optimization ordering models for the membership and non-membership degree IVFPRs under the priority of deviation, yields the optimal solutions listed in Table 6 .
Analytic results in Table 6 , which are the same as Table 4 , provide us with evidence for the correctness of Corollary 1.
Comparison analysis and the advantages of the proposed approach
In this subsection, numerical examples of [32, 33] [32, 33] and comparison results in Table 7 , the proposed method of this paper has the following advantages: the same purpose of consistency, the proposed models are more flexible and comprehensive.
• The optimal ranking of alternatives depends on the normalized intuitionistic fuzzy weights in [33] , apart from that, this paper introduces DMs' utility into GDM problems, which implies our method has a wide range of applications than [33] .
• Model (11) gives priority to utility maximisation, and weakens consistency degree, which might be more suitable for some scenarios. The combination of Model (11) and Model (13) (same as
Model (3)) satisfies various GDM problems.
Conclusions
The ranking problem has always been a hot topic in IFPR research. The conventional method usually transforms IFPRs into the equivalent membership and non-membership IVFPRs. Then, the optimal solution for ranking is obtained by the operations of intervals. This often causes the amplification and reduction of numerical values, and even leads to the distortion of decision results. Although the DM only gives an interval judgment to a problem, their utility can reflect the DM's preference for the value of the judgment interval. The paper introduces the DM's non-linear utility preference (such as a parabolic utility function, S-shaped utility function, and HARA utility function), and takes utility preference as the value of interval preference. Subsequently, the ranking models for the membership and non-membership IVFPRs based on non-linear utility functions are constructed, respectively.
In the two proposed models, a utility function is adopted to fit the true value of DM's uncertain judgment, and the objective function minimises the distance deviation between the ideal judgment (obeying multiplicative consistency) and the actual judgment (represented by a utility function). In addition, the optimal ranking relationship between two proposed models is investigated.
The main contributions of this article can be summarised as follows.
• Utility functions (including parabolic utility functions, S-shaped utility functions, and HARA utility functions) have been utilised to obtain the true value of the degree of membership (nonmembership) interval judgment, which are favourable for acquiring the true judgment information from the DM's uncertain judgment.
• As per the equivalent IVFPRs (the membership and non-membership IVFPRs) to given IFPRs, the ranking for IFPRs can obtained. The study has also proved that a reversal connection exists between the ranking for membership and non-membership IVFPRs.
• To minimise the distance deviation between the ideal judgment (obeying multiplicative consistency) and the actual judgment (represented by utility function), the optimization ordering model for IFPRs based on utility function has been constructed.
• By introducing a non-Archimedean infinitesimal into the proposed models, the optimization ordering models for IFPRs under the priority of utility and distance deviation have been established to realise the priority solution of multi-objective programming meeting the different priority objectives of alternatives ranking.
